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EXPERIENCE, OPINION AND DECLARATION 

Authorship 

My full name is Anthony Scott Hemingway and I am Senior Associate and Architectural Historian of RBA Architects + 
Conservation Consultants, 4C/171 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.  
 

Qualifications/Experience/Expertise 

I have a Master of Planning & Design (Architectural History and Conservation) and Master of Arts (Fine Arts), both from the 
University of Melbourne. For the former I primarily studied under Professors Miles Lewis and Philip Goad. For my Master of Arts, 
I undertook a thesis on early Medieval (Pre-Romanesque) churches in northern Spain, in the province of Asturias. 
 
Since 2000, I have worked at RBA and amassed extensive experience in all aspects of heritage conservation. I undertook much 
of the work for the shire-wide heritage studies for the Strathbogie and Towong municipalities (both stages 1 and 2). In addition, I 
completed the City North Heritage Review for the City of Melbourne, which included parts of Carlton, Melbourne, North 
Melbourne in the vicinity of the Queen Victoria market (Amendment C198melb); French Island Heritage Review (Amendment 
C004); and a peer review for Boroondara Council (Amendment C64boro). I am currently overseeing heritage studies in Banyule, 
Glen Eira, Mornington, and Port Phillip. In regards to the City of Melton, I led the 2018 heritage review for the City of Melton 
undertaken by RBA, which is the subject of this panel hearing. 
 
I have given evidence at several panels relating to some of the aforementioned heritage studies including C64boro, C198melb, 
and recently at C186port and C190glen. I also gave evidence on behalf of Geelong City Council in relation to the Newtown West 
Heritage Review (Amendment C365geel) but did not prepare that study.  
 
During my time at RBA, I have worked on a wide variety of sites from humble dwellings to major public buildings throughout 
Victoria, ranging in origin from the mid-Victorian period through to the later 20th century. As such, I have assessed many places 
of cultural heritage significance, and also developed expertise in managing change at historic sites, where there is a need to 
balance the retention of heritage values with an awareness that often-substantial change can be made, if handled in a 
sympathetic manner. 
 
I have also completed many conservation management plans (CMPs), condition surveys and materials and finishes 
investigations, and have particular skills in carrying out forensic paint-scrape analysis. I have investigated the original colour 
scheme and prepared a specification for contemporary equivalents for the Maryborough Railway Station Conservation Works, 
which was recognised with shortlisting in the 2013 Dulux Colour Awards. I have also prepared schemes at Footscray, Kaniva 
and Wycheproof railway stations. At Footscray Railway Station, I was also involved in overseeing the Heritage Victoria permit 
conditions for the Regional Rail Link project. 
 

Instructions 

The preparation of this statement has been undertaken at the instruction of Harwood Andrews on behalf of the City of Melton. 
Specifically, these instructions include: 

• prepare an expert evidence statement in accordance with the Guide to Expert Evidence (Planning Panels Victoria);  

• outline the methodology adopted in preparing the Heritage Assessment Project, the Statements of Significance, the 

Amendment and the post-exhibition proposed changes to the Amendment;  

• provide opinion on the heritage merits of the Amendment and the post-exhibition proposed changes to the Amendment; 

• respond to submissions to the Amendment; 

• identify any outstanding issues that should be addressed by way of further post-exhibition changes. 

Prior Involvement 

I was responsible for overseeing the preparation of the City of Melton Heritage Assessments project 2018 at RBA Architects and 

Conservation Consultants.  
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Declaration 

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and no matters of significance which I regard as 
relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Panel. 
 
27 November 2020 
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INTRODUCTION  

Purpose 

 This expert witness statement has been prepared for the Planning Panel appointed to consider submissions relating to 

Amendment C198melt to the Melton Planning Scheme.  

 Amendment C198melt proposes to give statutory effect to the findings of the City of Melton Heritage Assessment 

Project 2018 (the ‘Study’) and amend the Melton Planning Scheme to apply heritage overlays to nine individual places.  

Scope of the Study 

 RBA were engaged by Council in 2018 to undertake an assessment of 13 places that were identified in Council’s 

adopted heritage study (Shire of Melton Heritage Study [May 2007] Stage Two) to determine whether they warrant 

inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay within the Melton Planning Scheme.  

 The 13 places are located across the City of Melton with 11 situated in rural areas and two in urban areas. All 13 places 

are located within the existing urban growth boundary and were selected for the assessment as they had been deemed 

to be most at risk of being lost as part of future development.  

 The 13 places assessed were included in the Shire of Melton Heritage Study (volume 1, schedule 3, parts A + B) under 

the following categories. Refer to the Appendix for details of each place (with the original ‘place number’): 

• 10 were identified as ‘Conservation Desirable’ places (nos 76, 183, 239, 271, 312, 316, 318, 371, 392, 452), 

• 2 were listed as ‘places which might be considered worthy of heritage protection in a future study’ (nos 170 and 

374), 

• Place no.270 was not included in Stage 2 of the study, though was identified as a potential heritage site in Stage 

1 of the study. Due to the imminent redevelopment of the site in the Toolern PSP the site was included in the 

study. 

 The definitions of these categories are reproduced below. 

Conservation Desirable 
The conservation of these places should be encouraged. Consideration should be given to preparing a heritage assessment 
on the places prior to any development proposal that might impact on them, and they should be considered for consideration 
in a future heritage study. 
 
Places that might be considered worthy of heritage protection in a future study 
These 22 places do not meet the relevant Assessment Criteria and Significance Thresholds to warrant inclusion as a heritage 
overlay in the Melton Planning Scheme. But with inevitable losses of existing heritage places, and with developments in 
understanding heritage and changing criteria, they might be reassessed in a future Heritage Study. 
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METHODOLOGY 

 The key tasks of the Study included: 

• An inspection of the 13 sites,  

• Undertaking historical research and comparative analysis with other sites in the Melton municipality, 

• Preparing citations for those sites which were assessed as reaching the threshold for local significance. 

 I headed the small team for the Study which included myself and Katrina Keller, former heritage consultant at RBA. We 

both inspected all the sites. I provided direction on the research and content of the citations, prepared half of the 

citations and reviewed/finalised the other citations. Roger Beeston, director of RBA, was also involved in an overseeing 

capacity but did not prepare any part of the report or citations.  

 Nine of the 13 places were recommended for local heritage protection.  

 Four places were assessed as not meeting the local threshold for significance (nos 76, 371, 374, 452). Refer to the 

Appendix for details. 

Inspections 

 The 13 places were inspected during February 2018 mostly from the property boundaries by myself and Katrina Keller. 

As most of the sites were located in rural areas on large allotments, on-site inspection was often required, especially if 

the potential items were well set back from the perimeter and/or obscured by planting. To this end, Council made 

extensive effort to make contact with the owners of the sites to arrange site access where this was desirable/necessary. 

 At eight places, the historic fabric was mostly to largely visible from the boundary thus providing a reliable basis by 

which to assess the site. In regards to the riveted vessels, whilst well setback from the road, we were able to take more 

detailed photographs with a zoom lens.  

 Two sites could not be assessed from the boundary: the Staughton Infant Grave (no. 270/HO130) and Tibbermore (no. 

392/HO137). For these two sites, we had to rely upon images taken by David Moloney circa 2002. Subsequently, 

Council officers were provided access to the grave site (HO130) and they provided RBA with a few contemporary 

photographs. In July 2020 however, access was provided to the grave site and so I was able to confirm the state of the 

grave and presence of the stone pine tree. 

 Access was provided for no. 312 (HO134) and no. 318 (HO136) – Beattys Bridge and the adjacent water reserve in 

Bonnie Brook. 

 Access was also provided for no. 374 (not recommended for a HO), which would have been difficult to assess 

otherwise.  

 I alone from RBA attended a second phase of site inspections, which were arranged for 3 July 2020. These inspections 

were also attended by two Council Officers. Four sites were inspected on this day (HO129, HO130, HO132, and 

HO133). In addition, the opportunity was taken to inspect the interior of HO131. Subsequently, details in the citations 

were revised in light of the more detailed inspection of the historic fabric. 

Research 

 In regards to the research, a number of primary and secondary sources were consulted, including the following: 

• Photographs, including aerial photographs, held by the City of Melton and Landata, etc. 

• Various newspapers via Trove,  

• Rate books,  

• Sands & McDougall's street directories,  

• Certificates of title, 

• Building files held by the Melton City Council, 

• Victoria Government Gazette, 

• Joan Starr, Melton – Plains of Promise, 

• David Moloney (et al), Shire of Melton Heritage Study. 
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Assessment 

 The approach to the assessment of significance was in keeping with good heritage practice as outlined in The Burra 

Charter, which is the guiding document for professionals dealing with post-contact cultural heritage in Australia, and the 

Planning Practice Note 1 'Applying the Heritage Overlay' (August 2018) - PPN1. 

 A key aspect of the assessment is to determine the level of intactness of the remaining building fabric. Typically, places 

of individual significance are largely intact including their form, original material palette, and detailing (such as openings 

[windows + doors], chimneys, verandah or porch, decorative elements, etc.). In some instances, for example if the item 

is rare or is of great historical significance, it may be more altered. 

 An understanding of the thresholds for local significance was based on reviewing the statements of significance for 

existing heritage overlays within the City of Melton, as well as my experience of similar examples more broadly across 

Victoria. 

 Furthermore, the ‘Environmental History’, vol. 2 of the Shire of Melton Heritage Study (David Moloney, May 2007) was 

employed to understand the thematic context.  

 As with all municipalities, the threshold for assessment of local significance in the City of Melton relates to its thematic 

history, the range and type of places listed on the heritage overlay schedule and the degree of rarity of the place 

 Until the second half of the 20th century, the municipality was rural with a few small settlements. The population for 

much of its Post-contact history – 1880 to 1950 – ranged between 1000 to 1500. During the 1960s, it started to rise -

from 1800 in 1962 to 3600 in 1968, with a more rapid increase over the next ten years to 16,500.1  

 Given this small population, the amount of construction dating to the 19th century and first half of the 20th century was 

limited.  

 Furthermore, the City of Melton has been described as ‘a very dry place. It lacks rainfall and has few accessible 

permanent streams’.2 As such, it has been subjected to bush fires, and hence much historic building stock has been 

lost.3 One of the proposed heritage overlays – the basalt cottage at Former Fulham Park (HO135) - survives in a 

ruinous state as a testament to bushfire.   

 In keeping with the PPN1, the HERCON criteria were employed in assessing heritage significance. These widely used 

criteria were adopted at the 1998 Conference on Heritage (HERCON) and are based on the earlier and much used, 

Australian Heritage Commission (now Australian Heritage Council, AHC) criteria for the Register of the National Estate 

(RNE). 

• Criterion A: Importance to the course, or pattern, of our cultural or natural history (historical significance). 

• Criterion B: Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural history (rarity). 

• Criterion C: Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or natural history 

(research potential). 

• Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural places or 

environments (representativeness). 

• Criterion E: Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics (aesthetic significance). 

• Criterion F: Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period 

(technical significance). 

• Criterion G: Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or 

spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part of their continuing and 

developing cultural traditions (social significance) 

• Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in our 

history (associative significance). 

 

 
1  David Moloney, Shire of Melton Heritage Study, vol. 2, 2007, p183 
2  David Moloney, Shire of Melton Heritage Study, vol. 2, 2007, p146 
3  David Moloney, Shire of Melton Heritage Study, vol. 2, 2007, pp148-152. Examples of some of the buildings lost to bushfires are 

outlined in these pages.  
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Recommendations  

 Nine of the 13 places were assessed as meeting the threshold for local significance and were recommended to be 

included in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay. A citation was prepared for each place.  

 Four of the nine places have significant elements that are located in different parts of the site (i.e. these elements are 

located some distance from each other). As such, serial listings have been recommended for each of these sites: 

HO132, HO133, HO134, and HO135.  

 Serial listings are acceptable according to the PPN1 in instances where a similar building type is dispersed across an 

area or where remaining parts of a site are fragmented but which share a common history.  

 In regards to the size of the polygons recommended; a consistent approach has been adopted which is in keeping with 

that that has been adopted for the Shire of Melton Heritage Study Stage Two (May 2007). 

 Whilst in an urban locale, a polygon might apply to the block of land on which the building/item is located, however 

given the much larger size of parcels of land in rural locations, it is not appropriate to include the whole parcel of land as 

significant.  

 For the most part a ten-metre curtilage has been applied to buildings, which is a standard approach employed in Melton 

and other rural municipalities. This amount of curtilage allows for the interpretation/a sense of the original rural setting to 

be retained, even if the surrounding area is developed. A heritage overlay does not preclude the possibility of 

development however it is not appropriate for such places to be ‘crowded out’.  

 In some instances, this default ten-metre approach might be adjusted, often reduced, according to other factors such as 

property boundaries or existing fence enclosures. This approach was adopted in regards to HO131 and HO133.  

 For trees or other (smaller) items, a five-metre curtilage is usually sufficient. In the instance of trees, this generally 

correlates to the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ). This approach has been adopted in regards to HO130, HO132 (part), 

HO135 (part), HO136. 

 In some instances, an essentially nominal polygon has been proposed because a site inspection was not possible to 

determine the extent of significant fabric. This approach was applied to HO137 for which a polygon was defined based 

on contemporary aerial imagery. Because the extent of historic fabric has not been able to be confirmed both the house 

and outbuildings have been included, even though images of only the house were available. 

 The nine places assessed as meeting the threshold were: 

HO Name Address 

HO129 House   398-428 Exford Road, Weir Views 

HO130 Staughton Infant 

Grave 

430-458 Exford Road, Weir Views  

HO131 Behlen Shed  2-98 Staughton Street, Melton South 

HO132 Former Melton Stud  325 Clarkes Road, Brookfield  

HO133 Tara Stud 

outbuildings 

2-6 Sherwin Court, 2 Killarney Drive, 2a 

Sherwin Court, Melton 

HO134 Water Reserve, 

Beattys Road 

660A Beattys Road, Boonie Brook 

HO135 Former Fulham 

Park  

1267-1289 Beattys Road, Grangefields 

HO136 Beattys Bridge 660A Beattys Road, Boonie Brook 

HO137 Tibbermore 687 Hopkins Road, Truganina 

 

 Four of the 13 places had been altered to an extent that they do not meet the threshold for local significance. A data 

sheet was prepared providing details of the site and outlining the basis for not recommending them for heritage 

protection.  
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 The four places which were assessed as not meeting the threshold were:  

Place No. Name Address 

76 Cottage 3 Diggers Rest-Coimadai Road, Diggers Rest 

371  House   405 Greigs Road, Truganina  

374 House 879 Greigs Road, Thornhill Park 

452  Stoneleigh 875-941 Troups Road, Truganina  

 

 A draft of the report including citations was provided to Council. The draft was reviewed internally by a Strategic Planner 

and Council’s heritage advisor and feedback provided. Citations were revised accordingly including the maps. 

 I have undertaken all the revisions to the citations made during the Exhibition phase and subsequently post-Exhibition in 

response to advice/clarification sought by Council, site inspections, and issues raised in the submissions.  

Amendment C198melt  

 On 10 December 2018, Council adopted the findings of the study and resolved to seek authorisation to prepare a 

planning scheme amendment to implement the findings.  

 On 8 November 2019, the Minister for Planning authorised Council to prepare and exhibit the Amendment. 

 The Amendment was initially exhibited from 12 March to 1 May 2020. It was however re-exhibited from 18 June to 21 

July 2020 in accordance with the COVID-19 Omnibus (Emergency Measures) Bill.  

 Ten submissions were received in total, one neutral, one in support, and eight objecting to the Amendment.  

 Subsequent to the site inspections on 3 July 2020, five citations were revised: 

HO Name + Address Changes 

HO129 House   

398-428 Exford Road, 

Weir Views 

Updated statement of significance  

Updated description 

Additional history 

Revised comparative analysis  

HO130 Staughton Infant Grave 

430-458 Exford Road, 

Weir Views 

Updated statement of significance  

Updated description 

Revised curtilage 

HO132 Former Melton Stud  

325 Clarkes Road, 

Brookfield 

Updated statement of significance including removing reference to 

the Sugar Gum trees 

Updated description 

Additional history relating to a 1970 aerial 

Revised comparative analysis 

Revised curtilage 

HO133 Tara Stud outbuildings 

and trees 

2-6 Sherwin Court, 2 

Killarney Drive, 2a 

Sherwin Court, Melton 

Updated statement of significance, including removal of reference 

to horse walker 

Updated description 

Additional history relating to 1961 and 1999 aerials 

Revised again as the house at Tara Stud was demolished 

HO135 Former Fulham Park 

1267-1289 Beattys 

Road, Grangefields 

Additional history relating to the 1962 aerial 

Revised comparative analysis 
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 Council considered the submissions at an Ordinary Meeting on 14 September 2020, seeking for a Planning Panel to be 

appointed to consider the unresolved submissions. I provided responses in regards to the objections for that meeting 

and subsequently provided further clarification as necessary. 

 A directions hearing was held on 30 October 2020. 

 Several citations have been altered further since the second exhibition phase - mainly to correct a few errors, change 

addresses, and provide clarification in relation to curtilages. 
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SUBMISSIONS – By those attending the hearing  

 The two submitters who are attending the hearing raised various concerns. The heritage related issues are addressed 

below.  

Submission No. 5: HO135 – (Former) Fulham Park 

 Submitter no. 5 supports in principle the heritage protection of the basalt cottage however objects to the proposed 

extent of the curtilage of 10 metres about the basalt cottage, which is reported to be in poor condition. In addition, they 

object to the proposed additional section of the heritage overlay which includes the riveted vessels. 

 Other issues/queries raised related to: 

• Potential impact on value of the property and its future saleability.  

• Council should assess its structural integrity and repair it. 

• Council should relocate the riveted vessels to near the cottage to limit the extent of land affected by the heritage 

overlay. 

• How would the site be incorporated into a future Precinct Structure Plan. 

• Name of the place – Fulham Park rather than relating to the Muir period of ownership. 

Images – Basalt Cottage 

 The following images were taken in February 2018 by RBA, except for one of the rear taken by the owner (identified).  

 
Façade – north elevation 
Note original pitched roof lost to fire replaced with a flat/skillion roof type  
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East side/levation  
 

 
Rear/south elevation (recent image provided by owner)  
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West side/elevation 
Some cracking evident to this elevation  

Images – Riveted Vessels  

 
No deterioration is evident beyond rusting 
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Note height of vessels in relation to the adjacent tree.  
 

 
The riveted vessels are set back some 155 metres from the roadway nonetheless remain readily visible  
(Source: Google Street View, February 2020) 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 I provided the following response for the 14 September 2020 Council Meeting: 

• The riveted vessels (possibly small grain silos) are located some distance from the road and were not able to be 

inspected at close quarters, however they are a rare remnant of this type of equipment and are presumed to be 

associated with the Cockbill farming phase at the site (circa 1917 to 1965). 

• Being relatively small items, they are difficult to detect on the earliest aerial photographs available in the area, 1961.  
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Additional Response  

 In the following, I have only addressed the heritage-related matters raised. 

 There is acceptance by the submitter that the basalt cottage has been appropriately assessed as an individually 

significant place.  

 The proposed ten metre curtilage about the cottage is a standard approach employed for buildings in rural locations 

such as in the City of Melton. This amount of curtilage is recommended in order to be able to retain a sense of the 

original rural setting. Since its construction some 150 years ago, the cottage has had a rural setting and so in order to 

be able to interpret its significance into the future construction close to the cottage should be limited.  

 In this instance, given that the cottage is located close to the front boundary the curtilage is less than 10 metres on the 

north side, about 8.5 metres to align with the property boundary.  

 In regards to the riveted vessels, it is now presumed that they are fixed on a concrete pad given their size, etc. which is 

not visible from the road. As such, whilst nominally they had been defined as moveable, on reflection, this is not likely to 

be the case. As such, the citation was adjusted to remove reference to ‘moveable’. 

 The vessels are probably in the order of 5 metres tall and are set back about 130 metres from the front boundary, and 

about 155 metres from the roadway.  

 By comparison, the basalt cottage is only set back about 35 metres from the road. 

 Even at this distance, the riveted vessels are readily visible items in the landscape from Beattys Road.  

 Photographs taken at a distance, have not revealed any major defects. Overall, the vessels appear to be sound and 

stable, whilst rusted externally.  

 The vessels were possibly silos, used in support of the Cockbill’s farming operations which included poultry and a 

knackery. A 1962 aerial was found and included in the revised citation to show the extensive array of buildings on the 

site at that time before many were likely lost in the 1965 fire that destroyed the site.  

 Given the size of the vessels, it is not possible to detect them on the 1962 aerial. Similarly, on current aerials they are 

difficult to detect as they are located under a sizeable tree.  

 Initially, a nominal oval polygon was recommended with approximately 5 metres curtilage as it was hoped that a 

detailed inspection would be forthcoming.  

 On the basis that it has not been possible to inspect the riveted vessels or be provided with close-up photographs, the 

polygon has been clarified to a standard circular 5 metre curtilage about them in the latest version of the citation.  

 In regards to the naming of the place, the name (former) Fulham Park was adopted. It is common practice in the 

heritage profession to adopt the original or early name of place, where it is known, and/or the name which relates to 

(one of) the main phase/s of development or significance of a site.  

 In this instance, it is not known if the place was named during the 19th century when the basalt cottage was constructed 

and who was the owner at that time. The site is however strongly associated with a range of commercial farming 

activities during the Cockbill phase, when it was known as Fulham Park. The name Fulham Park was used by the 

Cockbills from at least 1917, though they owned the site from 1902 (to 1976). 

 In regards to other matters: 

• It is a general heritage principle that the assessment of significance is to be separate from consideration of 

management issues such as structural condition or future developability.  

• In this case, whilst the condition of the basalt cottage was not able to be assessed in detail from the boundary, the 

building nonetheless appeared to be broadly sound (given its history). It seems to have a serviceable flat roof (in 

place of the original lost to fire) which should at least limit the likelihood of any rapid deterioration.  

 In the revised citation, a few more details were provided about the other comparative places referenced. 
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Submission No. 6: HO132 - (former) Melton Stud 

 Submitter no. 6 was accepting of a heritage overlay being applied to parts of the Melton Stud however not to the extent 

that was initially recommended.  

 Their primary objection related to the various Sugar Gums (Eucalyptus cladocalyx). 

 The submitter provided an arboriculture report prepared by Treemap Arboriculture in March 2019.   

 The Treemap report identifies 19 sugar gum trees around the former Horse Yard which differs from the ten trees 

specified in the proposed Statement of Significance. In summary the report concludes that: 

• Eight trees have a health score of ‘fair to poor’ 

• Nine trees have a health score of ‘poor’ 

• Two trees have a heath score of very poor 

• All 19 trees have a structural score of very poor 

• All 19 trees are now beyond their useful life expectancy 

 As such, it was recommended that the sugar gums be removed from the extent of the proposed HO132. 

 Furthermore, the arborist also noted that: 

• All of the sugar gums have been poorly maintained since their alleged association with the Stud and they could not 

practically be retained in the presence of people or property given their condition. 

• The species is widely regarded as an environmental weed in Victoria 

• The trees cannot be preserved safely without barricading them to a distance equal to their height 

• The Sugar Gum species caused a Mickleham fire in 2014 after a branch fell onto high voltage wires which was 

pruned (lopped) in a similar fashion to the trees on 325 Clarkes Road. 

Images 

 The following images were taken on 3 July 2020 by myself. 

 
House – façade/north elevation 
 

 
House – front verandah 
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House – west elevation 

 
House – chimney 

 

 
The Welkin grave 

 
The Welkin grave 

 
Stallion box – north elevation  

 
Stallion box – interior 

 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 A site visit was undertaken on 3 July 2020. 

 Given the generally poor condition of the sugar gums (Eucalyptus cladocalyx) that had been previously nominated for 

heritage protection, as outlined in an Arborist report (March 2019), they have been removed from the extent of 

registration and no longer identified as significant items. Whilst poor condition of building fabric does not usually affect 

its heritage value, this is not the case with trees as buildings can generally be repaired, whereas trees cannot be 

reconstructed.  

 The site inspection revealed that an exercise yard associated with the stallion box was no longer defined by fencing, 

whilst a few trees at the north-west end might relate to its former extent. A revised curtilage of 10 metres about the 

stallion box has been proposed, with the few remaining sugar gum trees no longer being identified as significant items.  
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 The site visit on 3 July 2020 allowed more detailed inspection of the building fabric of both the house and stallion box 

and so further adjustments to the citation were provided. The rear skillion wing of the house (dating to the late 20th 

century) is now defined as not significant. 

 In addition, some further research was undertaken to gain an understanding of the construction at the site during the 

latter part of the 20th century relating to a 1970 aerial, details of which has been included in the citation. Both the citation 

and statement of significance were adjusted.   

Additional Response 

 The land on which the former Melton Stud is located was part of the extensive holdings of the Staughton family of 

Exford. Around the turn of the century, there was pressure to release land in the area, especially to small-scale farmers. 

This site however became part of the larger holdings associated with one of the other prominent families/landowners in 

the area being Ernest Clarke, brother of Sir Rupert (of Rupertswood at Sunbury). 

 The Melton Stud was owned by Clarke for about 30 years and became a very successful venture both in terms of the 

prizes won by his racehorse as well as the stud operation. For instance, during the 1920s the Melton Stud was being 

described as one of the best appointed in Australia. 

 The Melton Stud was inspected from the perimeter in February 2018, both from the roadway and the reserve by the 

river/waterway. Whilst close inspection of many buildings was not possible, the horse grave and main house were 

broadly visible. 

 An early description of the site from 1906 indicates that an extensive building program was to occur at the outset 

including the main house, five loose boxes, managers quarters, quarters for other workmen, and a coach house. Thirty 

carpenters were to be employed. Whilst several other buildings survive beyond the house and stallion box, these are 

universally in poor condition, some collapsed. Some also had been altered and one at least dated to the second half of 

the 20th century. Overall, the integrity of the other buildings was generally low and so had limited potential to convey the 

significance of the place. 

 Over half a century after the Melton Stud was established, it remained a substantial facility according to the following 

early 1970s aerial photograph. The house is evident with a different rear addition to the extant as well as the subject 

stallion box at the south end of a clearly defined exercise yard on which it opened onto. Many of the extant but now 

dilapidated buildings to the north and west are also evident.  
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1970 aerial  
Showing likely extent of exercise yard (dashed) associated with the stallion box (arrow) at this time 
House to south (oval) and an array of other outbuildings to the north/west 
(Source: Landata) 

 

 The house was largely intact and appeared to be reasonably sound and was understood to have been occupied within 

recent years. The horse grave of ‘The Welkin’ a leading sire was also intact and being located at the entrance to the site 

acted as an advertisement for the purpose and high status of the stud facility. The stallion box closest to the house was 

largely intact and whilst having suffered neglect seemed to be relatively sound. 

 The site has a long association with the horse industry, which was a significant typology in Melton from a thematic 

perspective, and the commodious stallion box serves to convey that significance. Both the grave and the stallion box 

closest to the house, suggesting a pride of place where the premier stallion is likely to have been accommodated, are 

crucial to the interpretation of the significance of the site. An early description of the site, from 1906, described the box 

and exercise yard as being ‘luxurious'. A 1935 description noted 'two splendid stallion boxes, with extra large exercising 

yards attached; both of these boxes have electricity installed.' 

 The detailed inspection of 3 July 2020 revealed that the interior of the stallion box was timber-lined. This well -finished 

interior further suggested that the premier status of the accommodation. Whilst externally there were missing/loose 

elements, internally the box was in good condition - both the timberwork and the brick floor. As such, whilst neglected it 

was readily repairable and its deterioration could be stabilised by the re-fixing of loose elements or replacing of missing 

roof sheeting or wall linings. 

 The recent inspection also confirmed the poor state of the sugar gums and that the exercise yard associated with the 

stallion box was no longer evident in the fencing, though a few trees vaguely demarcated its earlier extent. Initially the 

recommended curtilage was to include the large exercise yard (on which the box opened to its north side) with only a 
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five metre buffer to the south side. A five metre buffer to the south (rear) side had been considered sufficient in that 

ample curtilage to the north was to be provided by the inclusion of the exercise yard.  

 Given the exercise yard is no longer physical defined by fencing, the extent of the polygon about the stallion box was 

changed to a 10 metre curtilage on all sides, which is the standard for buildings. 

 Based on the further detail that could be determined about the extant fabric from the site inspection of 3 July 2020, the 

level of intactness of the main house and the stallion box was confirmed, and whilst their condition might be fair at best 

due to neglect, it is clear to me that this place has been correctly determined to be of local heritage significance to the 

City of Melton and that the three identified elements are important in conveying/representing that significance.  
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SUBMISSIONS – By non-appearing submitters that raised heritage issues  

 The submitters who are not attending the hearing also raised various concerns. The heritage related issues are 

addressed below.  

Submission No. 1: HO133 - Tara Stud (former) Outbuildings and Trees 

 Submitter no. 1 objected to the inclusion of the house at 2-6 Sherwin Court, Melton as part of the proposed HO133.  

 They became aware of the Amendment via a letter from Council on 12 March 2020, dated 5 March 2020.  

 Prior to purchasing the property on 6 September 2019, they inquired whether there were any overlays restricting 

development from Council. In subsequent discussions with Council about redeveloping the land with a new house and 

large shed, they indicated that neither they nor their architect were informed of any possible overlay.  

 They contend that the house on their block was ‘in a very poor condition and has no characteristics to it. In fact it is a 

very ugly house and there is no purpose in keeping it.’ They also stressed that ‘there was nothing on my property that 

reflects the existence of any kind of farm or stud farm that has been stated’. 

Images 

 The mid-20th century timber house at the site was lawfully demolished during August 2020. The house was located at 2-

6 Sherwin Court and the Avenue of trees is located at 2A Sherwin Court, Melton. 

 These images of the house were taken by myself on 3 July 2020.The images of the cypress trees were taken by RBA 

on 6 February 2018.  

 
House – south elevation 

 
House – east elevation 

 

 
Avenue of trees- west side (Killarney Drive) 

 

 
Avenue of trees - east side (from entry of 2-6 Sherwin Court) 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 RBA provided a response for the Council Meeting on 14 September 2020 but in the interim the house was lawfully 

demolished.  

 The following was my response for that meeting: 
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• The site inspection has confirmed that the house is largely intact and an uncommon example of its type in the 

Municipality.  

• All the principal elements survive including roof form and cladding, prominent chimney, as well as the window and 

entry detailing. Externally it seemed sound although in need of repainting, as that was failing to much of the 

timberwork.  

• The description (in the citation) was updated following the inspection and some additional discussion provided in the 

comparative analysis. A 1961 aerial was also included. 

• The recommendation that a heritage overlay is sought for the house is maintained. 

Additional Response 

 Due to the demolition of the mid-20th century house, the polygon has been removed from it. 

 The polygon for the adjacent cypress trees, whose address is 2A Sherwin Court, would extend slightly into 2-6 Sherwin 

Court as the trees are planted close to the former’s boundary fence. A standard five metre curtilage, from the trunk, has 

now been proposed for the Cypress avenue. Five metres is a default curtilage and relates to the tree protection zone 

(TPZ) of many trees. The TPZ is the calculated radius from the trunk to provide for the protection of the tree's roots and 

canopy.  

Submission No. 2: HO133 - Tara Stud (former) Outbuildings and Trees 

 Submitter no. 2 was broadly accepting of a heritage overlay to the remaining outbuildings of the former Tara Stud but 

objected to the extent of the proposed overlay.   

 They made two submissions dated 13 April 2020 and 19 July 2020.  

 They submitted that the horse walker had been removed several months ago (as of April 2020). The walker itself was 

dilapidated and it was impossible to keep the area under the walker clean of overgrown vegetation. Having received 

Fire/Vegetation cleaning notices from Council for two fire seasons in a row, this became a significant issue. Secondly, 

the rusted metal column at the centre became a snake haven. 

 As such, the submitters request that the horse walker be deleted from the proposed amendment. 

 The submitters note that they have spent a substantial amount of money repairing and preserving the stables building in 

recent years and that they have no further funds to spend on maintenance works for the foreseeable future. 

 The submitters note that two other buildings, namely the large gabled shed and the small office building, will need 

preventative maintenance in the next 1 -2 years. The submitters queried whether Council provide financial assistance to 

assist with the preservation of significant places. 

 With the second submission, they noted that the stable building referred to in the citation as having a roof absent is no 

longer present. This building had become structurally unstable and no contractor was willing to provide a quote to save 

and restore the building as it was judged as structurally unsound and dangerous by their respective consulting 

engineers. They were proved correct as the building subsequently collapsed and the debris was removed for safety 

reasons. 

 The submitter explains that, as noted by Council’s consultant (site visit on 3 July 2020), the office building is in disrepair 

and requires exterior work (including weatherboard replacement and re-painting) to preserve the asset. The submitter 

notes they do not possess funds to perform these works. 

 The submitter notes that the property is a working stable and agistment venue. 

 The submitter would like to require the ability to add and amend fence lines as required without hindrance to properly 

manage the property and rotate paddocks and horse grazing. The submitter notes that the current and future fencing of 

a rural post and wire nature in keeping with the character and purpose of the property. 

 The submitter objects to the current HO envelope as follows: 

‘The rectangular envelope demarcated with a broken red line in the citation aerial photograph is large as it assumes 

the presence of the horse walker. As the Western third of the demarcated area is in fact devoid of any relevant fixture, 

we require this section to be released from the Heritage Overlay as we find this to be unnecessary, excessive and 

overly restrictive.’ 

 

 The submitter ‘is open to a more reasonable HO demarcation proposal.’  
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Images 

 There are three remaining outbuildings at Tara Stud, which are named as follows: the northern stables, southern 

stables, and office. These images were taken by myself on 3 July 2020. 

 
Northern stables (left) and southern stables (right) 

 

 
Southern stables 
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Northern stables 

 

 
Office building 

 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 The following was the response from the 14 September Meeting: 

• Reference to the horse walker has been removed from the citation and the extent of registration reduced accordingly. 
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• The description has been updated to reflect the current circumstances and the extent of registration has been 

reduced to reflect the remaining heritage items. 

• The extent of registration has been reduced to only include these items and a curtilage of 10 metres about them. 

• The main fabric defect observed to the office block was that some deterioration of the weatherboards on the short 

western elevation had occurred. 

• Specific permit exemptions could be defined by way of an incorporated plan or the like. 

• The remaining stable building is now in sound condition. 

• Painting the exterior is not an issue and is appropriate as a conservation measure in this instance. No permit would 

be required if the existing colour scheme is maintained. 

• The citation, including the description, statement of significance, and the extent of registration have been updated to 

reflect the current circumstances. 

Additional Response 

 Given the house was demolished, the name of the place has been changed to Tara Stud (former) Outbuildings and 

Trees. 

 The proposed boundaries of the polygon have been refined so that there is a reduced setback to the north and west of 

the group of outbuildings to align with the existing fence lines. This would allow for an appropriate setting to be retained 

in this instance allow and for more ready changing of fences required for the horse agistment. 

 The principal view of the buildings is from the south so a ten-metre curtilage has been retained to that part reducing to 

five metres along the east side (where there is a driveway) and north side (back of the buildings) and seven metres to 

the west next to the northern stables building.  

Submissions No. 3 + 8: HO131 - Behlen Shed 

 Submission no.3 and submission no. 8 were similar in content, with the former providing more detail. As such, the 

content of submission no. 3 has been outlined below. 

 Both submitters objected to a heritage overlay being applied to the Behlen Shed. 

 Submitter no. 3 notes that the Behlen shed is on railway lot 29 and is privately leased for a non-railway use. 

 The submitter notes that the site is on a lot of approximately 2,464 square metres and is therefore a large transport 

holding. The site is in close proximity to the station and is therefore a strategic site within the Melton Station rail corridor. 

The land is required to provide future capacity for transport infrastructure in Melton which may involve train stabling or 

additional commuter car parking in the future. 

 The submitter contends that the transport owned land around the station is finite and it is not sustainable for the 

transport system to lose such large sites due to a Heritage Overlay, which is likely to render the site un-useable for 

transport requirements going forward. 

 The submitters states that xcept in exceptional circumstances, railway land should be kept clear of overlays. The Public 

Use zone 4 provides an “as of right” facility for use and development associated with transport uses and this is to 

facilitate transport use and development on transport land. Additional overlays placed on PUZ4 land undermines this 

and adds significant cost and delay to the delivery of transport infrastructure. In particular, the placement of the Heritage 

Overlay, unlike other overlays, will render the entire site completely un-useable for transport uses as the Heritage 

Overlay is likely to prevent demolition of the building. 

 The submitter contends that the Behlen Shed has marginal historical and aesthetic value and this is reflected in the 

designation of Criterion E in the RBA study. 

 The submitter states that on balance, given the marginal heritage value of the building (criterion E) and the site’s 

strategic location at Melton Station, they do not believe that placement of the Heritage overlay on this site is appropriate 

in relation to the transport system’s current and future requirements and do not support the amendment. 
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Images 

 The images of the exterior were taken on 6 February 2018 and the image (last) of the interior was taken on 3 July 2020. 

 
North-east corner  

 

 
Rood details, from south 
Former chute to ridge 
Note the pattern of the riveting 
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South elevation 

 

 
Interior – north (long) wall, upper part, showing bracing and tie rods (arrows) providing further rigidity to the structure 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 The following was the response from the 14 September Council Meeting: 

• The Behlen Shed has substantial local significance as a prominent signifier of the storage facilities required to 

support the chaff and grain industry in the municipality. It is the only known example of such a substantial 
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prefabricated shed imported from the USA in the municipality. The recommendation that a heritage overlay is sought 

for the Behlen Shed is maintained. 

Additional Response 

 The proposed heritage overlay would cover an area of 2,464 metres2, a small percentage of the railway reserve at 

Melton South. 

 The primary basis for objecting seems to be possible future use, though no specific proposal has been outlined. 

 It is a general heritage principle that the assessment of significance is to be separated from consideration of 

management issues such as future developability.  

 It was submitted that the place ‘has marginal historical and aesthetic value reflected in the designation of Criterion E or 

aesthetic value.’ 

 In the citation and statement of significance, both HERCON criteria A (historical) and E (aesthetic) were proposed.  

 The historical significance - Criterion A – is outlined as follows: 

Historically the Behlen Shed is significant as reflecting the extent of facilities required to support the chaff and grain 

industry in the municipality but particularly in the Melton South area, where the quality of the local grain and chaff was 

long recognised. It was erected during the mid-1960s for the Grain Elevator Board and was probably built as a storage 

shed initially with the elevator (distribution auger) and chute added by 1970. Due to the loss of the two nearby chaff mills 

to fire (in 1977 and 1987), the Behlen Shed is a potent reminder of the chaff mill and associated industry in the 

municipality generally but especially in the Melton South area where it was a major industry. 

 The aesthetic significance - Criterion E – is outlined as follows: 

The Behlen Shed is aesthetically significant as an imported prefabricated structure utilising the frameless Dubl-Panl 

system developed by the Behlen Manufacturing Company of Nebraska, USA. It was one of probably only 13 employed 

by the Grain Elevators Board of Victoria. The structure is frameless, has a distinct undulating profile, consisting of a 

variety of secondary corrugations, etc. imprinted in the sheets, which provides its inherent strength. 

 The Behlen Shed is a landmark building in South Melton, reminiscent of 19th century goods sheds in other railway 

stations across Victoria and which similarly often were designed in a standardised way. 

 The design is noteworthy in that it is frameless with the structural strength provided by the varying corrugated profile of 

the sheeting and the tie rods located to the upper wall. Internally, the space has a clear open span and allows for a wide 

range of uses. 

 The varying corrugated profile of the sheeting provides a distinctive external appearance unlike most standard sheds 

with flatter sheeting (standard corrugated sheet metal or profiled sheet metal and attached to frame) evident in 

Australia. The regularly pattern of riveting further distinguishes it from the norm. The unusual design suggests that it 

was imported and likely prefabricated given its typology. The design presumably was cost effective given the relative 

lack of materials required for it to be structurally effective. 

 Overall, the significance of this landmark building is far from being marginal. Its significance – both historical and 

aesthetic - is inter-related as its scale is not only impressive per se but provides evidence of the facilities previously 

required for the local chaff/grain industry of which there are few signifiers, due to the fact the chaff mills were so readily 

lost to fire, of which two operated across the road for much of the 20th century. 

Submission No. 4: House (HO129) and Staughton Infant Grave (HO130) at Exford Weirs 

 Submitter no. 4 objects to the inclusion of the house at 398-428 Exford Road (HO129) and the nearby Staughton Infant 

Grave (HO130) on the adjacent property/parcel at 430-458 Exford Road and is supported by the advice of architectural 

conservation consultant, Mr Barrett.   

 Mr Barrett states that the statements of significance for the house and the grave are not conclusive about the history 

and importance of these elements but rather, they speculate on the historical background of these places in their 

respective statements of significance. For example, the house is described as: 

• ...likely to have been constructed during the first decade of the 20th century. 

• It was probably built for a farm manager or the like. 

• ...was likely erected before the road was created in 1911. 
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Similarly, the statement of significance for the grave is not conclusive about its background: 

• ...the grave is almost certainly that of infant Rupert Werribee Staughton. 

 Mr Barrett argues that the following comment in the statement of significance about the grave needs revision: 

• ...the small basalt and marble gravestone is of representative significance for being partly intact and original 

example. 

Clarification is needed as to how a grave ‘partly intact’ can be an ‘original example’, or particularly representative of a 

type of element? 

Images – House 

 I took the following images of the house and grave on 3 July 2020. 

 
Front – west elevation 

 
Rear – east elevation  

 

 
North elevation 

 

 
Chimneys to south Elevation  
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Images - Grave 

 
Grave 
 

 
Inscription  
 

 
Stone Pine 

 

 
Group of trees and grave (beneath drum) 

 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 I provided the following responses for the 14 September Council Meeting: 

• A site visit was undertaken on 3 July 2020 and further research was undertaken on the history and fabric of the 

house.  Closer inspection of the building fabric has confirmed that it dates to the Federation period but was designed 

in a Victorian Survival mode, which is not uncommon in regional areas, and parts of Melbourne.  

• Given the lack of some records in the Municipality, many of the existing heritage overlays are dated ‘circa’ from the 

late 19th and early 20th century. This is simply a reflection of the inherent difficulties in dating many Victorian and 

Federation period places in regional areas without the advantage of more prevalent historic documentation such as 

MMBW plans, etc., which are easily sourced for metropolitan and larger regional centres.  

• In regards to the grave, a site inspection undertaken on 3 July 2020 and confirmed the date of the grave, which is 

clearly marked 11 October 1880. The upper part of the grave has been lost and no historic documentation has come 

to light of its original detailing. 

• Nonetheless sufficient fabric survives to accurately date it and for it to remain evocative of the more common loss of 

children at a young age during the 19th century. It also has significance relating to the prominent local Staughton 

family and the not uncommon practice for burials to occur on private property in regional areas.  

• With the advantage of the site inspection, it was possible to confirm the presence of the stone pine tree adjacent to 

the grave.  

• Accordingly, the citation for the house was updated to new information about the house and further explanation of the 

comparative analysis. 
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• Similarly, the citation for the Staughton Infant Grave was updated with new information about the grave and the stone 

pine tree.  

Additional Response 

 The house was inspected on 3 July 2020. It was found to be as largely intact as had been assessed previously from the 

boundary. The on-site inspection allowed for some additional details to be revealed. As such, a revised citation was 

prepared with the additional information. 

 Having been able to inspect the house at close quarters, I undertook further review of the comparative sites. It became 

apparent that this small group of similar modest (farm) houses of this period – turn of the 20th century/Federation period 

- had generally been altered. They generally related to the Closer Settlement programs of that time (Exford and 

Overnewton estates). Whilst the subject house was not part of the Closer Settlement program as it was retained on the 

Exford holdings (it is located about 300 metres east of the homestead but closer to the outbuildings), it is of a similar ilk 

to this group of houses.  

 This group of houses represent an important theme in Melton – the Transformation of Pastoralism in the 20th century.4 

 In regards to the infant grave, whilst the upper part has been lost on which the name of the child presumably was noted, 

the date of the passing (11 October 1880) and age of the child (9 months and 20 days) is etched in the remaining 

section of white marble above the basalt plinth.  

 The grave is located about 250 metres directly east of the Exford homestead and less than 100 metres from Toolern 

Creek (further to the east). 

 Research into the children of Harry and Anna Staughton, who resided at Exford at this time (Harry had inherited the 

property in 1863 at the age of 15) indicated with great certainty that the grave must have related to their fourth child 

Rupert. Harry and Anna are known to have lost two of their seven children as infants – Rupert in 1880 and Reginald in 

1887. Reginald, their last child, died at the age of 5 months and 4 days and is buried in St Kilda cemetery.  

 The grave is much later than the other principal examples in the municipality with tombstones or the like being HO45, 

circa 1856; HO82, 1850 to 1855, and HO124, thought to date to the late 1840s or early 1850s.  

 There are also three heritage overlays in the City of Melton which are thought to include unmarked grave sites: HO10, 

HO24, and HO110. The precise dates of these unidentified, 19th century grave sites are unknown. 

 On further review of the citation for HO130, I recommend adding the following line to the first part of the ‘Why is it 

Significant’ (in the Statement of Significance). 

• It is distinguished from the main other examples by being later, 1880 as compared to 1850s, and post-dates the 

establishment of the Melton cemetery in the early 1860s. 

 On further review of the citation for HO130, I recommend changing the second part of the ‘Why is it Significant’ (in the 

Statement of Significance) from  

• ‘The small basalt and marble gravestone is of representative significance for being a partly intact and original 

example.’  

to the following in order to more accurately define its significance according to Criterion D: 

• The small basalt and marble gravestone is of representative significance for being a mostly intact example of a 

gravestone on a rural estate.  

 The group of three established trees near the grave, including the (Italian) Stone Pine (Pinus pinea) which is often used 

as an ornamental specimen, was also included in the extent of the heritage overlay, once its presence was confirmed 

with the site inspection. It had been noted in the earlier study.  

 Distinctive exotic trees were commonly planted in the gardens of affluent, etc. during the 19th century/early 20th century 

and relate to the interest in botanical/scientific gardens. The species is not common in Victoria.5  

 The well-established specimen is presumed to have been planted to demarcate the grave site and it is likely to be the 

only such specimen in the Municipality.  

 

 
4  David Moloney, ‘Shire of Melton Heritage Study (stage two), vol. 2 – Environmental History’, 2007, pp37-40 
5  Only a few are noted in the Victorian Heritage Database across the State. 
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 The polygon for HO130 was adjusted after the site inspection to correctly identify the recommended group of trees 

associated with the gravestone, with a 5 metre curtilage about the items. 

Submission No. 7: HO137- Tibbermore 

 Submitter no. 7 objects to the proposed heritage overlay as they did not apply to have their property listed.  

Images 

 The following photographs of Tibbermore were taken by David Moloney circa 2002. 

 
1. Front (east elevation) 

 
2. Rear - north-west end 
 

 
3. North elevation --west end 
 

 
4. West elevation – north end 

 

 
5. South elevation, west end 
Underground tank in foreground 
 

 
6. South elevation, east end 
Underground tank in foreground 
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7. Underground tank 

 

 
8. Likely mason’s mark 

 

 
9. Dry stone walls (part of HO203) 

 
10. Dry stone walls (part of HO203) 

 

 
Development overview and location of the above images (numbered) 
Note the date of the unshaded section is not confirmed. 
It is possible that the 19th century section is more extensive than indicated. 
(Source: Nearmap – 29.08.2020) 
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Aerial showing dry stone walls (arrows, part of HO203), house (dashed) and other outbuildings 
(Source: Nearmap – 29.08.2020) 

 

Response for 14 September 2020 Council Meeting  

 No comment was provided for the meeting as no heritage-related issue was raised. 

Additional Response 

 Unfortunately, a site inspection has not been possible for Tibbermore. The house and outbuildings, etc. are not visible 

from the road and so there was reliance on a set of photographs taken in 2002 for the preparation of the citation. 

 A development plan for the house has been produced (refer above) based on what can be determined about the extant 

fabric from these photographs.  

 The development plan is unresolved as it is not certain where the junction between the early 19th century phase and the 

early 20th century is. The roof of the original basalt section has been at least partly extended forward, that is to the east. 

The hipped and gable roof sections are all clad in metal ‘tiled’ sheeting.  

 The two visibly basalt sections to the rear/west are separated so it is possible the intervening section is also basalt 

though was clad in the faux brick sheeting in the 2002 images. 

 The Federation period section (probably 1903) is clad in faux brick sheeting and may be timber framed with remnant 

timber cladding beneath (weatherboards or the like). Internally an elaborate pressed metal ceiling was documented in 

2002 relating to the room at the south-east corner (with a bay window to the south side). This ceiling type is 

commensurate with an early 20th century/Federation period date.  

 The two chimneys had been painted by 2002 but appear to be red brick where the paint was failing, suggesting they 

date to the 1903 phase.  

 There are three late 20th sections with flat/skillion roofs to the north, west, and south sides of the house. 

 A separate stone block with two distinct markings was documented. These markings are likely mason’s marks, which 

were identifying marks employed by a particular mason.  
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 The above ground section of the water tank to the southern side of the house is constructed from basalt blocks, roughly 

hewn, with wide mortar joints. Its date of construction is not certain.  

 The age, condition and potential heritage value of the various outbuildings to the west of the house is unknown. There 

are no photographs of these items in the 2002 set.  

 The following 1948 aerial shows, albeit in poor resolution, at least a partly different configuration of outbuildings. As 

such, there may be limited historic fabric among this group. It is possible that the earlier group were largely lost during 

the 1968 fire. 

 
1948 
House (arrow) and outbuildings (dashed) 
(Source: Melbourne A2 (848A2) 
 

 Whilst a detailed understanding of the development of the house has not been possible, it is evident that at least part of 

the 19th century (circa 1860s to 1870s) house survives. The house was built for Robert Henry Faragher, an early 

occupant and prominent citizen in the area.  

 Most of the remnant basalt houses that survive in the City of Melton are much altered and some are derelict (in ruins). 

Generally modest in scale they however exemplify the 19th century conditions of many of the local inhabitants in the 

area. Whilst there were a few grand estates and/or large landholders in the Melton area, including the Staughtons 

(Exford, Eyensbury, etc.) and W J T Clarke of Rupertswood (Sunbury), many farmers eked out a living struggling with 

drought and experimenting with what combination of farming and cropping could be successful long-term in the area. 

 Tibbermore is an example of one of these early houses that are emblematic of the 19th century farming phase in the 

Melton area.  
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Other Changes to Citations 

 There have been minor changes to the citations of two other proposed heritage overlays for which there were no 

submissions.  

 In regards to both HO134 (Water Reserve) and HO136 (Beattys Road Bridge), the address has been changed to 660A 

Beattys Road, Bonnie Brook.  

 In addition, for HO134 (Water Reserve), further clarification was provided to confirm that the intent was to provide for 

two separate HO polygons for the bridge and nearby section of cobbled road, each comprising a 5-metre curtilage. 

CONCLUSION 

 I support the proposed amendment C198melt to apply the nine heritage overlays outlined above on a permanent basis. 

 I support the recommended changes to the exhibited documents to amendment C198melt as discussed above. 

 I have no further changes to recommend to the amendment in response to the submissions.  
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APPENDIX – Summary of the 13 places assessed  

The place/ID number derives from the Shire of Melton Heritage Study. The proposed HO number is also included. 

 

The nine places recommended for inclusion in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay as they were originally assessed in 2018 

are summarised in the following table. Some elements have been removed/demolished since that time. 

 

ID No. HO Place Address Date Details 

170  

 

 

HO131 Behlen Shed  Brooklyn Road, 

Melton South  

(on the railway 

reserve, part of 2-

98 Staughton 

Street) 

mid-1960s Constructed for the Grain Elevators 

Board.  

The largely intact shed has an unusual 

design, is prefabricated and was imported 

from the USA. 

183  

 

 

HO132 Former 

Melton Stud  

325 Clarkes 

Road, Brookfield  

circa 1906 Established by highly regarded and 

successful racehorse breeder E E D 

Clarke (member of the important Clarke 

family), Melton Stud is a relatively early 

thoroughbred stud. The stallion box is 

contemporary with the Federation period 

house. The grave of the noted sire ‘The 

Welkin ‘ also remains.  

239  

 

 

HO133 House and 

outbuildings 

(Tara Stud)  

2-6 Sherwin 

Court, 2 Killarney 

Drive, 2a Sherwin 

Court, Melton 

Mid-20th 

century 

Largely intact Old English Revival Style 

house and 3 largely intact outbuildings (2 

stables and 1 office), metal horse walker 

and associated Cypress trees in adjacent 

reserve. Representative of facilities 

employed during the mid-20th century for 

the horse industry, which was an 

important industry for the Municipality. 

Historically, the stud is also associated 

with notable local identities including the 

Hornbuckle and Nixon families. 

270  

 

 

HO130 Staughton 

Infant Grave 

430-458 Exford 

Road, Weir Views  

1880 1880 grave of infant Rupert Werribee 

Staughton, the fourth child of Harry 

Werribee and Anna Maria Staughton of 

Exford Estate. Associated with the 

prominent Staughton family, it is one of 

relatively few isolated marked graves in 

the Municipality (outside a cemetery) that 

retain its original gravestone and is in its 

original location. 

271  

 

 

HO129 House   398-428 Exford 

Road, Weir Views 

Circa 1900s Largely intact weatherboard house likely 

constructed during the first decade of the 

20th century, probably for a farm manager 

or the like. Associated with the Exford 

Estate of which it was part until the turn of 

the 21st century. 

312  

 

 

HO134 Water 

Reserve, 

Beattys Road 

701A Beattys 

Road, Aintree 

(Crown Allotment 

1 of 3; SPI: 

8A~18\PP2927) 

 Associated with initial subdivision of land 

and located adjacent to the important 

crossing of Beattys Road over Kororoit 

Creek. One of only a few identified water 

reserves that remain. It includes a dry 
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ID No. HO Place Address Date Details 

stone wall which reflects the practices of 

early land owners in the Melton area. 

316  

 

 

HO135 Former 

Fulham Park  

1267-1289 

Beattys Road, 

Grangefields 

Circa 1860s Selection era house constructed circa 

1860s with basalt walls. Few houses of 

the type/age survive in the Melton area. 

The site and the riveted vessels are 

associated with the operations of the 

Cockbill family who established a pig and 

poultry stud during the early 20th century 

and also operated a knackery.  

318  

 

 

HO136 Beattys 

Bridge 

Beattys Road, 

crossing of 

Kororoit Creek, 

Aintree 

 Timber bridge over Kororoit Creek, likely 

constructed during the late 19th/early 20th 

century. There are relatively few timber 

bridges from this period that remain in the 

Melton area. The bridge and the nearby 

section of cobblestone road both have the 

potential to yield information about early 

road infrastructure. Both are also 

associated with the important crossing of 

Beattys Road over Kororoit Creek.  

392  

 

 

HO137 Tibbermore 687 Hopkins 

Road, Truganina 

19th century Early basalt section of house probably 

constructed during the 1860s or 1870s. 

One of a few buildings, or remnant 

buildings, that survive in the Municipality 

which are evocative of an early phase of 

European settlement. The earlier section 

of house has been incorporated into a 

Federation period dwelling that has been 

altered externally. 

A basalt well/tank, and other items 

possibly remain on site. The site is 

associations with Robert Henry Faragher 

an early occupant and prominent citizen 

in the district. 

An earlier photograph was referred to in 

the assessment as the site was not visible 

from the road. 

 

It was recommended that following four places not be included in the Schedule to the Heritage Overlay.  

 

ID No. Place Address Details 

76 Cottage 3 Diggers Rest-

Coimadai Road, 

Diggers Rest 

The house’s origin and date of construction has not been confirmed, though 

the front section of the house likely dates to the 19th century. This part of the 

house is much altered and was likely relocated to the site during the mid-20th 

century for Albert Edward Tame to support the wire factory that had been 

established at Diggers Rest. 

371  House   405 Greigs Road, 

Truganina  

Substantially altered house likely constructed during the Interwar period and 

possibly relocated to the subject site. The house has been heavily 

compromised through the introduction of a prominent dormer addition and an 

upper level balcony.  

There are no strong historical assocations.  
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ID No. Place Address Details 

374 House 879 Greigs Road, 

Thornhill Park 

Federation period section of house with mid 20th additions. Whilst the remnant 

section of the Federation period house is partly intact, its original presentation 

is difficult to interpret. No other Federation period fabric remains. 

There are a few outbuildings with various construction dates. One possibly 

dates from circa 1930 whilst others are later. 

There is no obvious key phase of development and no strong family 

associations. 

Extant sections of dry stone walls that are not included in the Mount Cottrell 

Dry Stone Wall Precinct (HO200) should be included in the existing Heritage 

Overlay. 

452  Stoneleigh 875-941 Troups 

Road, Truganina  

Whilst the house is associated with well-known local identities the Troup 

family, it is in poor condition and has been considerably altered. The house is 

recognisable as a Fedration period dwelling, though it is surrounded by later 

buildings – the additions to the house and the outbuildings are much later and 

do not relate to the early phase of development. 
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